
Young Reporters for the Environment students launch a litter-less 

project campaign in making paper roll angel decorations for Advent 

and Christmas 

 

On Monday, 2nd December 2019, a group of Young Reporters for the 

Environment students at St. Margaret College Secondary School Verdala, 

Cospicua exhibited the paper roll angel decorations hand made by a group of 

participating Science students. These paper roll angel decorations are used to 

decorate the school image of the Baby Jesus. Before starting the Advent season, 

the Science Department of St. Margaret College encouraged many Science 

students to participate in this litter-less project campaign in making paper roll 

angel decorations using ONLY recycled material. Students had to provide their 

own recycled material like toilet rolls, wool, parcel wrap paper, cotton, 

embroidery threads and ribbons, plus colours or paint. Then for those who 

opted to make their angel decorations at school, all the necessary tools were 



provided but the majority of the students preferred to work on their paper roll 

angel decorations at home. 

 

Science Teacher Martin Azzopardi sdc, who coordinated this Litter-less 

Campaign school project said: “Our science students were very eager to 

participate in this project as it was an opportunity for them to be creative and 

environment-friendly at the same time. It was also a challenge for them as 

they were limited to make use ONLY of recycled material and for some students 

who worked in pairs or in groups it was also an opportunity to experience a 

team spirit in favour of our environment”. 

To make these paper roll angel decorations, students had to follow some steps: 

1. After gathering all their recycled material, they covered the toilet paper 

roll with pieces of fabric or paper to make the angel dress. 



2. Then to make the angel’s hands pieces of metal strips or wooden tooth- 

picks were used. Others made use of hard paper strips to make the hands 

which were then covered with fabric or paper to create the long sleeves. 

3. To make the angel’s head, some students used tennis balls but some 

others preferred to create the head using soft paper or spray bottle cups. 

Then colours and buttons were used to make the angel’s face. 

4. In making the angel’s hair, many students made use of recycled cotton or 

fabric while others used strips of soft paper which were then glued to the 

head.  

5. Then to create the angel’s wings, students drew the wings on hard paper 

first and then decorated them using colours, glittered paper or cotton. 

Many used glue to stick the wings to the body but some others used pins 

or needles. 

 



To be more environment friendly, some students made their own glue using 

natural ingredients like water and flour. 

 

 

 

This Christmas all the participating students in this litter-less school project 

campaign can surely feel the satisfaction of making their own paper roll angel 

decorations adopting the three R’s - REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE – which all help 

to cut down on the amount of waste we throw away. In doing so students learn 

to conserve natural resources and energy plus save money communities must 

use to dispose of waste in landfills. 

This project aims to reach three of the United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goals: Responsible Consumption and Production, Climate Action, and Quality 

Education.   



 

 

  

 

https://www.diys.com/toilet-paper-roll-angel/how-to-make-a-toilet-paper-roll-angel-draw-eye/
https://www.diys.com/toilet-paper-roll-angel/how-to-make-a-toilet-paper-roll-angel-draw-eye/

